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Executive Summary
One of the largest challenges facing small and medium restaurants is that of competing
against big chains with better information infrastructure – an advantage that allows the big
chains to plan resource allocation more precisely based on demand and other factors. iChef
provides this platform for small restaurants “making enterprise level technologies affordable
and understandable for small restaurants”. As Taiwan is a subtropical country, often affected
by heavy rains and tropical storms, there is a question of if and how weather can affect sales;
and how iChef can help its clients to mitigate or capitalize on this challenge.
By more accurately forecasting sales (considering externalities), managers are able to better
manage their resources to avoid losses and maximize revenue. By integrating data from
iChef Taiwan and World Weather Online – and adding other external information such as
holidays - into one database, we were able to propose a model that includes this information
on weather and holidays and forecasts daily sales. We benchmark the target model against
other simpler models like seasonal naïve, exponential smoothing and another linear
regression without external information to compare its performance and consider if the cost
of deploying a more complex predictive model is worthwhile for the business.
We find that at the level of daily sales per restaurant, there is little additional predictive
accuracy gained by the inclusion of holiday and weather data. However, when we consider
a single three hour meal time (such as 5 – 8pm dinner time), we find that the inclusion of
weather and holiday data can provide us with higher predictive accuracy and improved
forecasts over simpler methods. Since the collection and maintenance of data such as
weather forecasts and annual holidays is extremely convenient and easy to conduct, we
advise that this data be collected and considered for the prediction of daily sales per
restaurant.

Problem description
Business goal:
A common challenge facing every business manager is that of the correct allocation of resources - whether
it be personnel or inventory - that is needed to meet actual demand. This is especially important for
restaurants, where a mismatch between resource availability can lead to economic losses caused either by
excessive stockpiling – this means assets and expenses not generating revenue - or by under allocation which can lead to service delivery failure, loss of customers and hence reduced revenue. Managers can
learn empirically and affect customer patterns by the products they offer, but there are variables that are
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beyond the control of a manager. Such variables could have a dramatic effect on customer behavior, one
such important factor being weather.

Analytics goal:
Different restaurant have different peak hours, where most of the revenue is generated, depending on the
type of food they serve. Daily data aggregation is not very helpful since it mixes peak hours with low hours.
More details can be observed if the data is aggregated three-hourly because it better shows meal time
patterns. Based on the business goal, it is needed to know in which of these three-hourly segments is
weather useful for forecasting revenue. Many predictive models were developed and compared.

Data description
We obtained restaurant data from iChef, which included fields such as time stamp, price and people – just
to mention some of the most relevant. This data had entries from mid-July to mid-October and it recorded
every sale in the POS for six different restaurants. Weather forecast data was obtained from World Weather
Online API, which was given three-hourly and included plenty of weather indicators but the relevant one
for this model was precipitation quantity (liters per square meter) and classification (sunny, cloudy, light
rain, Heavy rain, etc.)
iChef Raw Data:

Word Weather Online Raw Data:
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Brief data preparation details
The iChef data was aggregated per invoice, and then aggregated into three hourly periods that match daily
meal times (Breakfast, lunch, dinner and late night). Then the data from World Weather Online (WWO) was
matched with these three hourly periods. We also merged with the dataset of National holidays (including
typhoon days) for another external variable.
We selected 2 main restaurants, one in Taipei and one in Hsinchu. The time periods displayed double
seasonality (both Daily and Weekly). The weather external variable was collected by API call from the WWO
API and then transformed into binary variables, calculated using the precipitation data from WWO. Outliers
were calculated from extreme values on the data. All this process was automated in a Python programming
language script in preparation for receiving more data from iChef, since we had two batches of data and
aim to maintain high automation of the forecasting process.

Forecasting solution:
In the initial data exploration phase, many forecasting models were considered and applied on this data,
such as seasonal naïve forecasts, exponential smoothing, linear regressions with and without external
variables and neural networks in order to compare their predictive performance. It was found that there
were certain days that couldn’t be adequately forecast by any of the models. It was decided to call these
days “outliers”. Since the data obtained only covered three months, it wasn’t possible to observe yearly
patterns, however, it was possible for us to observe monthly and weekly seasonality and trend. It is clear
that although much of the signal was captured by the models, there remains a lot of noise and potential
for domain experts to identify further signals.
Finally, three final models were tried and compared, these are
1. Exponential Smoothing
2. Linear Regression Model 1 with Trend, Seasonality and the Outlier variables
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3. Linear Regression Model 2 with Trend, Seasonality, Outliers, Public Holiday, Rainy and Typhoon
variables

The exponential smoothing model will serve as a benchmark for 3 reasons. First, it is cheap to compute and
highly automatable. Secondly, it does not consider external variables and thirdly it has a relatively high level
of predictive accuracy. For these reasons, it serves as a good benchmark and comparison for our Regression
models. The second model, Regression model without weather data, was created to serve as a comparative
for the inclusion of further variables but still excludes weather information. If the Regression including
weather performs no better than the regular regression, we can conclude that weather forecast data has
no value in the forecasting of the restaurant sales.
The reason for the third model is that Trend and Season can explain normal calendar days, but public
holidays are expected irregular days with a different demand and “Rainy” and "Typhoon" are the
“Unpredictable” variable. By including these additional variables and comparing performance to the
comparative Regression and the Exponential Smoothing model, we can establish whether the weather data
is useful for forecasting restaurant sales. As was previously mentioned, outliers are the days for which
there was very high or very low sales with no apparent reason. These are probably caused by the owner’s
decision to close the restaurant or hold a private event.
The three different models were run on the 4 different three-hourly time series (breakfast, lunch, dinner
and late night) for each of the 2 restaurants selected, and also on a daily aggregated data. The Findings for
the restaurant in Hsinchu were are as follows:


On the daily aggregated data, the best performing model is the ETS as shown on the following table:

Regression Model 1

Regression Model 2
ETS Model (Benchmark)



No Weather Data

Include Weather

RMSE

6,551.33

6,975.45

6,455.36

MAPE

18.32%

18.94%

18.09%

On the three hourly data for the dinner time period (5pm – 8pm), Regression Model 2 (Including
Weather) performs the best.
Regression Model 1

Regression Model 2
ETS Model (Benchmark)

No Weather Data

Include Weather

RMSE

1,675.92

1,315.72

1,773.50

MAPE

16.26%

18.52%

17.56%
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Finally, we present the model predictions for the daily aggregated sales for the Hsinchu restaurant for all 5
models in order to illustrate the predictive performance:

Conclusions
On the whole, we found that forecast weather can have an impact on forecast sales per restaurant.
However, counter-intuitively, for some time slots the weather contributes positively to the forecast while
in others it contributes negatively. This is an interesting finding and might be due to some phenomena
interpretable by domain knowledge. Referring to Tables 1 and 2 of the appendix, we see that the Rainy
variable has a positive co-efficient of NTD 1,942.33. Additionally, when forecasts are aggregated to the daily
level, we see little or no predictive power improvement over the simpler benchmark ETS model.

Advantages
Since restaurants get most of their revenue from certain peak hours, management can maximize this
revenue by applying the linear regression model that includes external information, for better forecast sales
given certain conditions, including weather. At the same time, weather is a good indicator because it’s easy
to access and maintain.

Limitations
Aggregate Scale dilutes the performance improvement obtained by the model including external
information and at the same time shows more extreme error values than the regression models.

Operational Recommendations
This research shows that there is value in including weather information in sales forecasts for restaurants.
We propose that iChef collect weather forecast weather information on their services and use this
information for predictive purposes at the meal time level in order to give restaurant managers an
improved tool to take better planning decision. However, for daily sales the ETS model has the best
predictive performance at the lowest computational and operational cost.
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Appendix
Table 1 Second Model: Regression without weather information – Hsinchu 5pm

Model parameters for the Linear regression model without weather information

Table 2 Third Model: Regression with weather information – Hsinchu 5pm

Model parameters for the Linear regression model with weather information
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